GENERAL DESCRIPTION

ULTRI-MIXER is a vacuum mixing and application device for orthopedic cement. ULTRI-MIXER includes basic, easy-to-use design capable of mixing and delivering cements of varying viscosities.

This pack includes:
- 1 Mixing body
- 1 Body cap with mixing rod
- 1 Filter
- 1 Funnel
- 1 Vacuum suction tube
- 1 Injection Gun (option)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Peel open the pack and remove all of the items.
2. Place the funnel on the mouth of the mixing body.
3. Pour bone cement (powder and liquid) into the mixing body and remove the funnel.
4. Close tightly the mixing cap and install filter, other end attached tube to vacuum pump. Ensure vacuum source is work.
5. Start mixing upward and downward and rotate the rod gentle until the mixture starts homogenizing.
6. Stop the vacuum pump and disconnect tubing from the cap of the mixing device. Pull out the mixing grip and removing central rod. Cut application cannula at the desired length.
7. Mount the mixing body on the injection gun. Active the pistol trigger until meeting the plunger of mixing body, then with the cannula upward activate trigger until filling the application cannula. Position the cannula and activate trigger to dispense bone cement.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTION

CAUTION

International law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

WARNINGS
- Sterile only if package is unopened and undamaged.
- Ensure that the device is disposed of safely and in accordance with all current national and international waste disposal directives.
- Store in a cool dry place.
- Single use only! DO NOT Re-sterilize!